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TUMOR MICROENVIRONMENT 

 

The events that drive tumor progression and metastatization initiate within the 

cancer cell itself, that accumulates mutation and de-differentiate until reaching a 

very unstable stage [1]. But these events alone are not sufficient to maintain 

sustained metastasis development and growth. Cell-matrix interaction and support 

from the host is required in order to promote angiogenesis and inhibit immune 

response that would kill cancer cells. The sum of these events is the result of the 

interaction between tumor and the surrounding microenvironment [2]. Indeed, the 

microenvironment is formed by both cellular and non-cellular elements with 

growth promoting or inhibiting effects and all of them offer a huge pool of targets 

for diagnostic or therapeutic applications. Non-cellular microenvironmental 

components involved in cancer progression and metastasis are matrix remodelling, 

cytokines, growth factors and mechanisms triggered by hypoxia, whether cellular 

components include immune cells, fibroblasts and other stromal cells [3, 4].  

 
CELLULAR COMPONENTS 
 

Stromal cells  

Endothelial cells play a key role in the establishment of tumor microenvironment, 

since angiogenesis is a vital physiological process involving the growth and re-

modelling of new blood vessels from pre-existing ones [5]. Excessive and 

pathologic angiogenesis, termed neoangiogenesis, have been implicated in many 
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diseases, but is crucial in cancer metastatization and progression [6, 7)]. 

Neoangiogenesis is essential for tumor development beyond a diameter of 2 to 3 

mm as well as for local and distant metastases through both blood and lymphatic 

vessel. This process is mediated by proangiogenic factors and provides tumors not 

only with nutrients for growth, but also increases the opportunity for cancer cells to 

enter the circulation and metastasize. The most potent angiogenic molecule is the 

vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A), a member of the subfamily of 

heparin-binding glycoproteins with potent angiogenic, lymphangiogenic, 

mitogenic, vascular and lymphatic permeability-enhancing activities initially 

thought specific for endothelial cells. However, also other activities of VEGF-A 

directly on neoplastic cells, where expression of at least one form of its receptor is 

present, have been reported 8]. The effects of VEGF isoforms are mediated 

through two homologous tyrosine kinase receptors located in the cell membrane 

specifically of endothelial cells: the kinase domain receptor (KDR) and FMS-like 

tyrosine kinase (FLT-1) also termed VEGF2 receptor (VEGFR2) and VEGF1 

receptor (VEGFR1 respectively [9, 10]. The elevated expression of VEGFR2 

receptors in tumor and/or tumor-related endothelial cells have been confirmed in 

numerous studies and it is related to tumor cells secreting VEGF. By contrast, non-

stimulated and quiescent endothelial cells express low levels of VEGFRs. Hypoxia 

is also able to enhance angiogenesis as a response to the production of hypoxia 

inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α) that is a regulator of VEGF and its expression 

correlates with increasing tumor grade invasion and metastasis [11, 12].  
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Anti-VEGF treatment, in combination with chemotherapy improved progression-

free survival in many types of metastatic cancer. Moreover, many tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors (TKI) interfere with VEGFRs signalling, reducing new blood vessels 

formation. VEGF is also produced by fibroblasts, mesenchymal cells of the 

connective tissue with a high degree of heterogeneity. Upon tumor growth factor-

beta (TGF-ß) stimulation, they transform in myofibroblasts that can secrete 

extracellular matrix (ECM) components and produce α-smooth actin [13]. In the 

tumor microenvironment they are referred as cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) 

with a promoting tumor growth role through paracrine effects on epithelial cancer 

cells. CAFs may have stimulatory or inhibitory effects on T lymphocytes through 

the production of different molecules. Among these α2ß1integrin, an adhesion 

molecule also present in the ECM, showed to increase T cell proliferation and 

interferon-γ (IFN-γ) production. On the other hand TGF-ß1 and hepatocyte growth 

factor (HGF) showed an inhibitory effect on T lymphocytes proliferation. 

However, many other factors do not have a clear enhancing or suppressive effect, 

since they are in a complex equilibrium with fine modulating outcomes. 

Fibroblasts are also able to increase T cell trafficking producing chemokines like 

monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1), but, in turn, they are regulated by them.  

 

Dendritic cells (DCs) 

In general, DCs infiltrates the tumor represents an early-triggered response, 

inducing apoptosis in cancer cell and producing several chemokines (CCR1, CCR5 
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or CCR6), thus recruiting additional DCs that migrate from lymph nodes. Mature 

DCs can also migrate back to lymph node to present antigens to T cells and 

inducing Th1 recruitment [14]. Imbalance between chemokines like CCR7 and 

their ligands (CCL19 and CCL21) may lead either to tolerant or anti-tumor DCs, 

with opposed consequences. The same chemokines may also recruit other cell 

types like natural killer (NK) cells, inducing also IFN-γ production. NKs have a 

great anti-tumor activity either by direct cancer cell killing or by production of 

soluble factors that, like a circle, enhance DCs infiltration and chemokine 

secretion, amplifying the immune response [15]. 

 

T regulatory cells (Treg) 

Treg is a CD4(+)CD25(+)FoxP3(+) T cell subtype recruited in tumors by CCL1 and 

CCL22 ligands. Also CD8+ T cells are able to attract Treg by CCR4 ligand 

production [16]. However they may have a suppressive effect on immune cells 

from the host, favouring tumor progression. In particular they are able to directly 

kill NK cells that are one of the same cell type responsible for their recruitment. 

Different cancer cell types are able to produce CCL1 and other chemokines that 

can recruit Treg, enhancing a defensive mechanism to promote their growth. 

Therefore, targeting such ligands with specific drug may allow stopping Treg 

recruitment in tumors and enhancing the host immune response. 
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Tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) 

TAMs may have both pro- and anti-tumor effects after migrating into the tumor 

and maturating in either M1 or M2 phenotype. M1 are able to mediate tumor 

suppressing effects producing type I cytokine and presenting tumor-related 

antigens, whereas M2 are able to produce type II cytokine promoting tumor growth 

and metastatization [17, 18]. The latter is present in higher percentages in solid 

tumors, since the cancer cell itself is able to drive TAMs polarization to M2 

phenotype. M2 are also able to produce Treg attracting chemokines and it has been 

reported that their high presence is associated with poor prognosis. Since TAMs 

migration is induced by chemoattractans like GPCRs, in many cancers including 

thyroid cancer such ligands may represent a candidate target for therapies with 

novel immunotherapeutic drugs [19, 20]. 

 

Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) 

MDSCs are immature myeloid cells with either monocytic or granulocytic 

morphology and infiltrate tumors via the chemokine GPCRs CCR2, CXCR2, or 

CXCR4. They promote both tumor growth and metastatization producing 

suppressing anti-tumoral effectors. They are able to inhibit T cell functions via 

iNOS and arginase and to sustain Treg activity proucing GPCRs ligands [21]. In the 

literature is reported that this population is increased in cancer and that their 

characterization is a hard task, because of its variable phenotype. Indeed, they can 

even differentiate into a TAMs phenptype.  
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NK cells 

NK cells are an important lymphocyte subset with distinctive morphology, 

function and molecular markers. They can be described as CD3−CD56+ 

lymphocytes furtherly divided in CD56dimCD16+ and CD56brightCD16− subsets with 

cytotoxic and regulatory functions respectively [22]. They are involved in immune 

surveillance and are able to infiltrate tumors and directly kill cancer cells. CD56dim 

NK cells are the most potent cytotoxic subtype and are able to both directly kill 

cancer cells and produce regulatory factors that indirectly limit tumor growth and 

enhance the host immune response. However, cancer cells may escape T-cell 

response but are directly recognized by NK cells through a “missing self” 

mechanism [23]. NK cells can kill cancer cells inducing caspase-dependent or 

caspase-independent apoptosis, by releasing granules that contain perforin and 

granzymes or by expressing FasL. They are also able to produce tumour necrosis 

factor alpha (TNFα) and interferon γ (IFNγ), with several antitumor functions, 

including tumor angiogenesis restriction and adaptive immunity stimulation [24]. 

These are only a few of the many mechanisms to induce cancer cells death and, in 

addition, killed cells can provide a pool of antigens to present to DCs, inducing 

their maturation and CTL responses [25]. Given the natural anti-tumor activity of 

NK cells, many immunotherapies aimed at increasing their infiltration into tumors 

are being studied [26]. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of components involved in tumor microenvironment. Reproduced 
with permission from Balkwill et al. Journal of Cell Science 125, 5591–5596. 
 

NON-CELLULAR COMPONENTS 

 

VEGF 

The VEGF family currently comprises seven members with a common VEGF 

homology domain. VEGF-A, the most potent angiogenic member, is a 34- to 42-

kDa, dimeric, disulfide-bound glycoprotein. In normal tissues, the highest levels of 

VEGF-A mRNA are found in adult lung, kidney, heart, and adrenal gland. Lower, 

but still readily detectable, quantities of VEGF-A transcript levels occur in liver, 
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spleen, and gastric mucosa. VEGF-A exists in at least seven homodimeric 

isoforms. The monomers consist of 121, 145, 148, 165, 183, 189, or 206 amino 

acids. The primary VEGF-A transcript derives from a single VEGF-A gene, coding 

for eight exons [27]. The amino acids encoded by exons 1 to 5 and 8 are conserved 

in all isoforms except VEGF-A148, whereas variable alternative splicing occurs in 

exons 6 and 7, which encode two distinct heparin-binding domains. The presence 

or absence of these domains influences solubility and receptor binding. The 

heparin-binding domain encoded by exon 6 determines binding to the extracellular 

matrix, and therefore isoforms containing this domain (VEGF-A145, VEGF-A189, 

and VEGF-A206) are bound tightly to cell surface heparin-containing proteoglycans 

in the extracellular matrix, whereas those lacking the domain are diffusible. VEGF-

A165, which contains only one heparin-binding region encoded by exon 7, is 

moderately diffusible, and VEGF-A121, which lacks the domains encoded by both 

exons 6 and 7, is highly diffusible [28]. As already discussed, VEGF is able to 

promote the growth and migration of vascular endothelial cells derived from 

arteries, veins, and even lymphatics. It is also responsible for the chaotic growth of 

vessel network that characterizes tumors and prevents drugs from diffusing 

correctly. Therefore, many anti-VEGF therapies, that prevent the binding of the 

ligand to its receptors, are under investigation.  

 

TNFα  

TNFα is a major inflammatory cytokine with a controversial history. It was 
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identified for its ability to induce rapid haemorrhagic necrosis of experimental 

cancers, but, by paradox, after more intense studies it showed a tumor-promoting 

effect [29]. TNFα is a TAM-derived pro-inflammatory cytokine and it is an 

important effector molecule in CD8+ T cell and NK cells killing of immunogenic 

tumour cells. However, at low doses it is also able to sustain tumor growth because 

of its ability to induce proangiogenic functions, to promote the expression of 

matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) and endothelial adhesion molecules, and to 

cause DNA damage via reactive oxygen, the overall effect of which is promotion 

of tumor-related processes. Moreover, in some cancer types, it is able to induce its 

production constitutively to sustain tumor growth even more. Nowadays, there is a 

stronger evidence that cancer-related inflammation may help proliferation and 

survival of malignant cells, therefore, when produced by malignant or host cells in 

the tumour microenvironment, TNFα is a major mediator of such inflammation. 

Not only malignant cells are able to produce TNFα in the tumour 

microenvironment, but as already mentioned, also myeloid cells and macrophages.  

 

Integrins 

Integrins are adhesion molecules expressed in almost any cellular component of 

tumor microenvironment. They are formed by α and β subunits with different 

binding specificities and signalling pathways and contribute to regulate cell 

survival, migration and adhesion [30]. Being responsible of cell-to-cell adhesion 

they have a critical role in the interaction between cancer cells and the surrounding 
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matrix. Indeed, malignant cells are able to express their ligand and anchor to the 

extracellular matrix. The presence of pro-metastatic integrins has also been 

documented to favor tumor formation and progression and a strong interaction 

between them and VEGF/VEGFR have been documented [31]. Indeed αvβ3- and 

α5β1-integrins increase new vessel formation, whereas other subtypes can bind 

fibronectin. These interactions and the formation of extracellular matrix recruit 

macrophages and fibroblast that as mentioned above, contribute to the production 

of tumor promoting factors. 

 

Other growth factors 

These are only some of the many soluble factors involved in tumor 

microenvironment. Others that should be mentioned are plancetal growth factor 

(PIGF), which is a member of the VEGF family and is able to bind VEGFRs with 

similar pro-angiogenic activities. PlGF is present in low levels in normal tissue, 

contributing to the angiogenic switch in pregnancy, wound healing and ischemic 

conditions. It may be expressed by tumors inducing angiogenesis, 

lymphangiogenesis, and tumor cell motility. Insulin-like growth factors (IGF-1 and 

IGF-2) are proteins with high sequence similarities with insulin. It is important in 

regulating physiological processes, but can produced in tumor microenvironment 

promoting cell proliferation, especially in metastatic cancer. Indeed, IGF inhibiton 

can reduce tumor growth and metastatization. Finally, also epidermal growth factor 

(EGF) and its receptors are expressed by cancer, inducing survival and 
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proliferation [1].  

 

TARGETING TUMOR MICROENVIRONMENT  

 

The concept of tumor microenvironment gained more and more importance during 

the recent years due to the possibility to develop a wide range of therapeutic 

approaches based on targeted anticancer drugs. They consist in molecules able to 

reduce or block the growth and spread of cancer by interfering with specific 

molecular targets expressed by cancer cells or the microenvironment [32]. 

Nowadays, they are the cornerstone of personalized medicine and are currently the 

focus of much anticancer drugh development. Many targeted cancer therapies have 

been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat specific types 

of cancer. Others are being studied in clinical trials, and many more are in 

preclinical testing. However, for these therapies to be effective, it is required that 

their target is present in the lesions and/or overexpressed. Unfortunately, different 

tumour cells can show distinct morphological and phenotypic profiles, and this 

phenomenon is know as intra- or inter-tumor heterogeneity [33]. In such cases, in 

the same patient, the same targeted drug may be effective only in a fraction of 

tumor lesions, leading to waste of money, time and with potential, and unpleasant, 

side-effects. This is because the drug will select only resistant cancer cell clones 

and the physician will have to adjust the therapy accordingly, with no real benefits. 

Sometimes, it may even occur that cancer cells gradually lose their peculiar 
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markers during their dedifferentiation process, causing specific targeted drugs to be 

uneffective.  

Although a partial heterogeneity may characterize also the microenvironment, in 

general, its common features suggest that it is possible to target its cellular or non-

cellular components with applications across different tumor types and could also 

complement other treatment options. Therefore, its lack of innate plasticity, may 

allow companies to develop new targeted drugs that could be used in a very broad 

range of tumor types. Clinical trials with antibodies, ex-vivo cultured immune cells 

and other immunotherapy approaches, for instance, are being conducted in several 

types of advanced cancer [34]. Angiogenesis and multi-targeted tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors (TKIs) that block the VEGF signaling pathway, have been already 

approved for clinical use [35]. The tumor stroma might also be a target in order to 

increase the access of drugs to the tumor. Finally, since cancer-related 

inflammation is being intensively studied, we are about to translate knowledge into 

clinical trials with the use of agents already available for inflammatory diseases 

[36].   

 

IMAGING OF TUMOR MICROENVIRONMENT 

In a pre-clinical setting, to assess treatment effect of targeted drugs and to 

characterize the markers expressed in tumor lesions, postmortem histological 

techniques are mainly used. However, they are not repeatable over time and 

obviously non applicable at all in humans. Therefore,  imaging, and in particular 
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nuclear medicine, may play an important role.  Indeed, the many markers 

expressed by cancer cells or present in tumor microenvironment can be targeted 

also for diagnostic purposes using radiolabelled probes. Indeed, it would be 

possible to develop a whole set of radiopharmaceuticals against each target. This 

will allow a more accurate diagnosis and an in vivo characterization of each tumor 

lesion. Moreover, it would be possibile to non-invasively monitor, at both 

preclinical and clinical stages, the efficacy of new anti-cancer drugs and to select 

the best therapy, or combination of therapies, for each patient. Similarly to targeted 

therapies, diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals bind specific targets expressed by 

cancer cells. However, some cancers undergo a dedifferentiation process losing 

their initial phenotype. For example, thyroid cancer, in 10% of affected patients, 

progresses into metastatic disease with loss of some typical biological 

characteristics of differentiated thyroid cancer. These poorly differentiated (PDTC) 

or undifferentiated (UDTC) thyroid cancers are life-threatening pathologies with 

poor clinical outcome and no efficient therapies to date [37]. This is because 

cancer cells during de-differentiation lose the NIS symporter, not being able to 

uptake radioiodine anymore, [38] and become more aggressive. In these cases, it is 

important to find new specific targets expressed either by cancer cells or 

microenvironment. Indeed, VEGF and VEGFR, somatostatin and other markers 

have been correlated with the degree of cell differentiation, revealing that PDTC 

and UDTC are highly heterogeneous pathologies that need to be well characterized 

in vivo to plan the most appropriate therapy [39, 40]. Therefore, in this cancer and 
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in many others, the approach has to be widened focusing not only on cancer cells, 

but also on the microenvironment that surrounds them. To this purpose many 

attempts have been made to develop suitable radiopharmaceuticals to image 

angiogenetic processes, immune cells and soluble factors, adhesion molecules and 

other component of the microenvironment and some of the most relevant have 

been reported in the present thesis. 

 

Imaging VEGF and VEGFRs 

Being one of the major responsible of neoangiogenesis that drives tumor growth, 

VEGF has focused the attention of the scientific world. The most studied splice 

variants are VEGF121, freely soluble, and VEGF165, VEGF189, VEGF206 that are 

mainly located in the extra cellular matrix [41]. This results in a particularly high 

concentration in the tumor microenvironment. Moreover, it is well known that 

VEGFR are overexpressed on the tumor vasculature, therefore, many 

antioangiogenic therapies are under investigation and it would be very important to 

develop a suitable radiopharmaceutical to image angiogenesis and monitor the 

efficacy of novel drugs [42]. In the literature there are many reports on the use of 

radiolabelled VEGF165 or VEGF121 radiolabelled with either 99mTc or 123I in vitro 

and in vivo in various tumor cell lines [43-48]. Among them, Blankenberg et al. 

developed a C-tagged VEGF radiolabelled with 99mTc to monitor the efficacy of 

cyclophosphamide against a mammary carcinoma [49]. Their results suggest that 

such radiopharmaceutical is able to visualize the vasculature surrounding the tumor 
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and to monitor the efficacy of the administered drug. The advantage of using the 

VEGF itself is its natural high binding affinity for its receptors. However, many 

authors reported a very high uptake by major organs, especially liver and kidneys, 

resulting in low uptake by the tumors [50]. Some, hypothesized that 99mTc labelling 

with HYNIC was one of the main reasons of such high uptake by kidneys and 

other groups tried to radiolabel VEGF121 with positron emitting isotopes (64Cu, 

68Ga) for PET imaging [51, 52]. They obtained promising results and rapid and 

specific uptake by tumor xenografts in mice, but the kidneys remained the dose-

limiting organ because of its high expression of VEGFR-1. Some groups presented 

promising results also in thyroid cancer, unfortunately confirming a high 

background by major organs [53]. Another approach to image angiogenesis is 

based on the use of the radiolabelled mAb bevacizumab [54]. Bevacizumab is a 

recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that binds VEGF, approved by the 

FDA for treatment of metastatic cancers, glioblastoma and non-small cell lung 

cancer. The binding of antibody to soluble and/or bound to extracellular matrix 

VEGF, prevents its binding to tyrosine-kinase receptor, inhibiting the 

angiogenesis. It has been radiolabelled with both SPECT and PET radionuclides 

with promising results in colorectal and ovarian cancer [55-60]. 

 

Imaging tumor infiltrating NK cells 

Since NK cells are known to infiltrate tumors, attempts have been made to 

radiolabel cells and follow their trafficking into tumors. This approach may be 
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useful to both image lesion and monitor the efficacy of novel immunotherapies 

based on the use of the very same NK cells. In the literature there are mainly 

reports of 111In-oxine radiolabelled NK cells used in patients with metastatic renal 

carcinoma. The authors reported the uptake of labelled cells by lesions, confirmed 

by 18[F]-FDG-PET. However, they also reported a high circulating activity by 

released 111In [61]. Similar results were obtained in patients affected by melanoma 

or colorectal cancer [62, 63]. NK cells have been also labelled with both 11C and 

18F and used in pre-clinical studies in mice. Melder et al. incubated murine NK 

cells with 11C-methyl iodide and performed whole body PET imaging in a 

fibrosarcoma model, demonstrating an increased signal of activated NK cells in the 

tumor when compared with non-activated lymphocyte controls [64]. Similarly, 

Meier et al radiolabelled the cells with [18F]-FDG and injected them into 

HER2/neu positive mouse xenografts with increased radioactivity in tumors after 

60 minutes confirmed by ex vivo autoradiography [65]. In addition to other 

techniques, like optical and magnetic resonance imaging, a novel approach has 

been proposed and reported in the chapter 4 of the present thesis. It is based on the 

use of a radiolabelled mAb against the CD56 antigen expressed by NK cells. The 

radiopharmaceutical is able to bind to its ligand in vivo, withouth the need of in 

vitro manipulations of withdrawn cells. The radiopharmaceutical was able to image 

NK cells infiltrating undifferentiated thyroid cancer tumors in mice with a high 

T/B ratio [66]. Therefore, it is a promising tool to monitor NK cell trafficking into 

tumors. 
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Radiolabelled integrins 

Integrin avb3 has been confirmed in various malignant tumors with high density, 

and it is essential for cell migration and invasion and plays an important role in 

tumor angiogenesis. Ligands bearing RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) peptide have a high 

affinity and specificity for integrin avb3, especially cyclic RGD dimers with PEG4 

linkers [67]. Unlike 18F-FDG PET/CT as a diagnosis-only modality, integrin avb3 

imaging by radiolabelled RGD peptide provides a specific method for visualizing 

tumor angiogenesis and a therapeutic target for antiangiogenetic and anti-integrin 

drugs. The RGD molecules 99mTc-NC100692, 18F-P-PRGD2, 18F-AH111585, and 

18F-galacto-RGD have already been used in the molecular imaging of cancer cell 

lines, animal models, or clinical cancer patients (including in murine osteosarcoma, 

human colon and renal adenocarcinoma, rat pancreatic tumors, ovarian carcinoma, 

human breast carcinoma, human glioblastoma, and human melanoma) to image 

tumor angiogenesis and metastasis with PET or SPECT [68-71]. The integrin avb3 

expression level on tumor cell membranes correlates well with the RGD 

radiotracer tumor uptake on scintigraphy imaging. Therefore, Zhao et al studied the 

possibility to study patients affected by iodine refractory DTC using 99mTc-

PEG(4)-E[PEG(4)-c(RGDfK)](2) ((99m)Tc-3PRGD2) scintigraphy [72]. They 

obtained promising results being able to visualize all the studied lesions, 

concluding that the technique was promising to diagnose RAI-refractory 

metastases and for antiangiogenic therapy decision-making. The study was 
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followed-up by Weiwei et al, that performed 18F-FDG and 18F-AIF-NOTA-PRGD2 

PET/CT in 20 DTC patients [73]. Even though both glucose metabolism and 

integrin expression were thought to be associated with tumor aggressiveness, no 

significant correlation was found between the two radiopharmaceuticals. In 

addition, the mean SUV from 18F-AIF-NOTA-PRGD2 PET/CT scans in both 

malignant and benign lesions was significantly lower than 18F-FDG. Therefore 

they concluded that even if the diagnostic value of 18F-AIF-NOTA-PRGD2 was 

lower than FDG, it can still allow to select or monitor patients to be treated with 

antiangiogenic drugs. At the moment, a proof of concept trial is being performed in 

up to 30 patients with various kinds of cancer, including differentiated thyroid 

cancer. 

 

Radiolabelled EGF  

EGF is a single chain polypeptide of 53 amino acids. It acts on different cell types 

both in vitro and in vivo [74] and promotes proliferation, survival, and 

differentiation through transmembrane receptor EGF-R. EGF-R is a member of 

ErbB family of receptors, exposed on the extracellular side of the membrane and 

activated by binding of its ligands: EGF binding on monomeric form of EGF-R, 

causes the dimerization of EGF-R and the activation of intracellular protein-

tyrosine kinase activity [75]. The signaling cascade conduces to DNA synthesis 

and consequent cellular proliferation.  Mutations that lead to EGF-R 

overexpression or its upregulation have been associated with a number of cancers 
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and in particular with lung cancer. The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is 

overexpressed on the surface of several cancer cells. Viehweger et al studied a 

peptide-based imaging probe targeting the EGFR and performed preclinical in 

vitro studies to on FaDu and A431 cell lines [76]. However, despite a dissociation 

constant of 10 nM, the probe showed to be biased or partial allosteric agonist of the 

EGFR and to be a non-competitive antagonist.  

 

Imaging IGF receptors 

Many types of cancers may overexpress the insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor 

(IGF1R) that was reported to be associated with resistance to IGF-1R targeted 

therapy. In particular, several studies reported that IGF-1R is expressed in thyroid 

cancer and plays an important role in proliferation and metastatization [77]. Mitran 

et al performed a study on the development of a novel 99mTc-labelled-affibody 

targeting the IGF1R for the selection of patients that could respond to therapy. 

They tested two distinct compound containing In vitro the radiopharmaceutical 

was able to bind to IGF1R+ cell lines of prostate and breast cancer [78]. They also 

performed in vivo studies on nude mice bearing tumor xenografts of the same cell 

lines reporting high T/B ratios, but also high liver or kidneys uptake. Therefore, 

more studies are ongoing to reduce signal from major organs due to natural 

biodistribution of those radiopharmaceuticals. 
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Targeting cancer-related inflammation 

Cancer-related inflammation has been defined the seventh hallmark of cancer and, 

recent data suggest that it is responsible of the genetic instability that lead to tumor 

heterogeneity. Therefore, in addition to immune cells, targeting chemokines and 

other signaling molecules in the tumor microenvironment is a promising approach. 

Among the available targets, TNFα, IL-1, IL-6 and CXCL8 have proved to be 

implicated in cancer growth and metastatization, but the list is very long [36] 

Given the availability of radiopharmaceuticals already used in inflammatory 

disease, their use in imaging cancer-related inflammation could be explored. This 

would allow to apply already available targeted therapies from inflammatory 

disorder into cancer. 

 

Imaging PIGF 

RO5323441 is a humanized monoclonal antibody against PlGF-1 and PlGF-2. It 

has been used in a phase I clinical trial as PIGF inhibitor in tumor 

microenvironment. Patients showed stable disease at different dose levels, but,  ano 

maximal tolerated dose was defined, limiting phase II studies. This is a good 

example where a non-invasive tool to evaluate PIGF expression in lesions is 

needed. Therefore, the same antibody has been radiolabelled with 111In or 89Zr, and 

tested in mice to image PIGF in tumor microenvironment. Results showed that 

radiolabelled RO5323441 tumor uptake was time-, dose-, and PlGF-dependent, 
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supporting the feasibility of implementing the use 89Zr-RO5323441 with PET 

scanning for clinical studies [79]. 

 

OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 

Targeted drugs are promising therapeutic tools against tumors. However, 

overexpression of their target is required and sometimes tumor intra- and inter-

tumor heterogeneity may limit drug development and the therapy decision-making. 

In this scenario, imaging techniques may be of great help. In particular, nuclear 

medicine is in continuos evolution and every year more radiopharmaceutical have 

been developed to image several pathological and physiological processes. Given 

the wide range of targets present in the tumor microenvironment, the development 

of specific radiopharmaceutical may provide researchers or clinicians fundamental 

tools for tumor imaging, in vivo characterization of cancer lesions and evaluation 

of the efficacy of therapeutic drugs for therapy decision making. In the present 

thesis we report four different approaches to target and image tumor specific 

antigens and microenvironment. 

 

In chapter 2 the thyrotropin receptor (TSHR) has been chosen as a suitable target 

for imaging of non-iodine uptaking thyroid cancer metastases. To this purpose, a 

promising radiopharmaceutical was developed radiolabelling the superagonist 

rhtSH analogue TR1401. It was tested in vitro and in vivo proving a high affinity 

for its receptor and the capacity to image NIS-negative tumors.  
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In chapter 3 a radiolabelled anti-TNFα mAb was used to evaluate the presence of 

the cytokine in granulomatous lesions and investigate the possibility to use this 

radiopharmaceutical to select candidate patients for infliximab therapy.  Being 

granulomas benign tumors, this is a practical example of possible approaches to 

image factors involved in microenvironment. 

 

In chapter 4 a similar approach is reported, but this time, the target was an antigen 

expressed by NK cells to image their trafficking into tumors. The 

radiopharmaceutical of choice was a radiolabelled anti-CD56 mAb that has proved 

to successfully image tumor infiltrating NK cells in nude mice with an ARO 

xenograft in the right thigh. This strategy will allow to non-invasively evaluate at 

both pre-clinical and clinical stages the efficacy of new immunotherapies that aim 

at increasing NK infiltration into tumors. could allow to follow the efficacy of new 

immunotherapies, monitoring. 

 

Chapter 6 describes a similar approache, but the target is the VEGFR expressed by 

both endothelial and tumor cells. Since angiogenesis is a key process that leads to 

tumor growth and metastatization many antiangiogenic therapies try to block the 

VEGF/VEGFR pathways either by sequestering the ligand or blocking the signal 

transduction. The use of a radiolabelled VEGF165 analogue to image angiogenesis 

in tumors from different cell lines was investigated. The radopharmaceutical 
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proved to be a promising tool for non-invasive evaluation of the presence of 

VEGFRs, but the high production of endogenous ligand by both endothelial and 

tumor cells may hamper the possibility to image the receptors. 

 

At the end of the thesis conclusion and future perspectives are described in chapter 

6 emphasizing the need of an accurate personalized medicine. Elucidating the role 

and discovering new targets involved in tumor microenvironment may help in a 

better understanding of tumor growth and metastatization. Moreover, it would be 

possible to develop new radiopharmaceuticals targeting tumor specific and 

microenviromental targets to 1) non-invasively characterize lesions in vivo, 2) 

evaluate therapy efficacy, 3) select the best therapy in each patient and 4) develop 

new targeted drugs. 
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